Furthermore, to compare with source physics models, one must project the measurements back through the neutralizer gas of uncertain density
distribution. An integral measurement over the entire area of the beam can be performed with Doppler shift spectroscopy, but it involves a iarge number of cross sections, of which not all are known, and it is also dependent upon the neutralizer gas distribution. The present species measurement complements other measurements because it is Integrated over the entire beam, is independent of the neutralizer gas distribution, and only requires one well known cross section. We observe at 135 to the beam, a compromise between mounting ease and maximizing the projection of the incident particles' velocity along the detector's lire of sight. Detecting T seems preferable, because the higher velocity of P masks the differences in incident D velocities, and 3 He loses far more energy passing through the necesssary lightblocking foil and the detector dead layer due to its charge of 2.
An important advantage of a gas target over the Sc D~ target used in Reference 2 is the absence of spectrum broadening due to deceleration of D before it reacts. We do have other sources of broadening:
electronics noise of the amplifier, angular acceptance of the collimator, beam divergence, accelerator power supply ripple (which can be countered with synchronous gating of the PHA), straggling in the foil and dead layer, and stray light or electrons.
We estimate a target density of 5 x 10 3 cm and a detected volume of 370 cm . In order to maximize the count rate, we used a -2-collimator made of a stack of rectangular channels 1.27 cm wide, 5.08 cm long, and 0.0127 cm high in the plane defining the reaction. With a 1 an detector at 70 cm from the center of the viewed volume, we take the average solid angle to be 1.0 x 10" sr.
In Fig. 1 , the x's show the triton spectrum accumulated for 11.2 seconds at 112 keV with an accelerated current of 6.9 amperes from a 7 
